2004 honda accord

In the U. The North American Honda Accord, with modifications for local market needs, was the
launch vehicle of Honda in the South Korean market with sales beginning from May 20,
Production started in Honda's Marysville Auto Plant. In early , Honda's East Liberty Auto Plant
started building the Honda Accord sedan on the same assembly line that produces Civic and
Element to increase Honda's flexibility in meeting increased market demand of Acura TL that
was also assembled in the Marysville Plant. A larger car than its predecessor, the North
American Accord was given a new level of refinement with chrome interior accents and
higher-grade materials. Mechanically, the four-cylinder engine was the all-new K-series. For the
first time, the four-cylinder Accord gained a direct ignition distributor-less coil-on-plug ignition
system, which had previously been introduced on the V6. The direct ignition system provides a
slight horsepower and fuel economy gain, as well as improved long-term reliability, relative to
the traditional system with a distributor and sparks plug wires. In addition, Honda provided a
new recommendation for engine oil viscosity, 5W instead of the previous 5W viscosity. Because
of the lower viscosity, engine parts move with less friction, which increases fuel economy. The
four-cylinder engine could be mated to a 5-speed manual transmission or to a 5-speed
automatic transmission with overdrive also new for A specific four-cylinder model was the first
production car in the world to meet California's Super Ultra Low Emissions standards. The
revised exhaust manifold actually became part of the cylinder head casting itself. Six-cylinder
Accords generally had a version of the new 5-speed automatic transmission with overdrive,
except for the coupe described below, which could be purchased with a 6-speed manual
transmission. Prior to , it was only available on the higher end Acura line and the Honda
Odyssey. For , the Accord received several updates, including standard side-curtain and
front-seat side-impact airbags for a total of six airbags, revised all red taillights for the sedan
coupe taillights remained unchanged , more chrome on the grille, and new wheel designs for
LX, LX-V6, and EX-V6 models. For the first time, Honda offered an "enthusiast" version of the
Accord in the U. Interior accessories included a factory performance shift knob and trim. In , for
the model year, which was its 30th anniversary, the North American Accord received a
mid-generational refresh, though it was fairly significant and some enthusiasts called this
generation 7. The exterior was revised with a new front grille later seen on the eighth-generation
Honda Civic which also debuted that year, new rear-end styling with triangular LED taillights,
daytime running lights DRLs and heated side mirrors for U. EX models. The model year also
featured new wheel designs, with 17" wheels being standard on V6 models. Previously, the
system was named TCS and included traction control and brake assist, but not stability control.
The interior was also slightly redesigned with changes such as a new steering wheel cover,
differently colored gauges and a differently styled shift knob for automatic transmission
models. The GPS Navigation system was updated 4th generation with a faster processor, more
memory, and several new features, such as restaurant information from Zagat. A revised
maintenance minder system was also added which gave owners reminders for scheduled
maintenance such as oil changes based on operating conditions. Powertrain improvements
were made across the Accord line-up in Power gains were achieved with extensive
improvements to the airflow of the intake and exhaust systems. For the Brazilian market, the 2.
This was done to make the car more competitive against the newly released Ford Fusion. The
model year was also the first year in which the V6 sedan was offered with a 6-speed manual
transmission from the coupe as an option. The four-cylinder Accords were now controlled with
Drive-By-Wire DBW , rather than a throttle cable, providing for smooth operation and enhanced
throttle response; V6 Accords already used DBW prior to the model year. Features that
differentiate the Hybrid from other Accords are the different rear light clusters, the antenna, the
wheels, the mirror turn signals and the lack of a folding rear seat. The Hybrids also had a
different storage door from other Accords, which disappeared on the version. The trim levels
were also revised, with the basic Accord DX being succeeded by the VP Value Package trim
which added air conditioning , keyless entry, power locks , and cruise control as standard
features compared to the DX. For its model year, a new SE-V6 trim was introduced. Despite
being in its last year of the generation, the Accord was still ranked highly by reviewers, scoring
slightly below the redesigned Toyota Camry in the Edmunds family sedan comparison. Honda
offered the Accord Hybrid in the United States in the through model years. Produced
exclusively in Sayama, Saitama , Japan, the Accord Hybrid was the company's third hybrid
model when the model was introduced in late , following the Insight and Civic Hybrid. While this
new vehicle shared the same displacement as the regular Accord V6 powerplant, the engine in
the hybrid was derived from the Honda Odyssey minivan and has the ability to shut off three of
the six cylinders under certain conditions for better fuel economy a technology that Honda calls
VCM or Variable Cylinder Management. The new engine features iVTEC technology and drives a
new compact five-speed automatic transmission, developed to allow the inclusion of the electric

motor sandwiched between the transversely mounted engine. However, the marketplace did not
embrace the Accord Hybrid, and the vehicle was discontinued after the model year. This change
bumped the car to a higher weight class for United States Environmental Protection Agency
mileage testing. Accord Hybrids from the model year and up can be identified by the amber rear
turn signals whereas their fully-gasoline counterparts have red rear turn signals. Honda
announced the Accord Hybrid would return to the market for the model year after skipping a
generation, with a new dual-motor system and a plug-in option. For model year , Honda offered
a hybrid version of the 10th generation Accord. Partial Zero Emissions Vehicle versions only
came in four-cylinder sedans equipped with automatic transmission. Recall 11v was initiated on
August 4, , for V6 Accords and other V6 Hondas with automatic transmissions. Four-cylinder
models were not affected. The recall was estimated to cover 1,, vehicles. On October 1, , Honda
announced a recall of , Accords in the U. The addition of the Accords to already recalled Acura
TL cars from model years and raises the number of affected vehicles in the United States and
Canada to , Recall 14v was initiated on June 19, , for many Hondas involved in the Takata airbag
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Accord nameplate has been applied to a variety of vehicles worldwide, including coupes ,
station wagons , hatchbacks and a Honda Crosstour crossover. Since initiation, Honda has
offered several different car body styles and versions of the Accord, and often vehicles
marketed under the Accord nameplate concurrently in different regions differ quite
substantially. It debuted in , as a compact hatchback, though this style only lasted through , as
the lineup was expanded to include a sedan, coupe, and wagon. By the sixth-generation Accord
at the end of the s, it evolved into an intermediate vehicle, with one basic platform but with
different bodies and proportions to increase its competitiveness against its rivals in different
international markets. For the eighth-generation Accord released for the North American market
in , Honda had again chosen to move the model further upscale and increase its size.
Environmental Protection Agency EPA defines as a mid-size car to just above the lower limit of
a full-size car , [2] with the coupe still rated as a mid-size car. In , the ninth-generation Accord
sedan, with smaller exterior dimensions, was once again classified as a mid-size car at cubic
feet 3. However, the tenth-generation Accord sedan, with similar exterior dimensions, returned
to full-size car status with its combined interior space of cubic feet 3. In , the Accord became the
first car from a Japanese manufacturer to be produced in the United States when production
commenced in Marysville, Ohio at Honda's Marysville Auto Plant. The Accord has achieved
considerable success, especially in the United States, where it was the best-selling Japanese
car for sixteen years â€”97 , topping its class in sales in and , with around ten million vehicles
sold. In , the Accord was the first vehicle sold under an import brand to become the best-selling
automobile in the United States. Honda, after establishing itself as a leading manufacturer of
motorcycles during the s, began production of automobiles in The car had a
transverse-mounted front engine, front-wheel drive FF layout, which would be adopted for the
later N , H and Civic models. The Civic gave Honda their first market success competing with
manufacturers of standard compact cars, which were the growth segment as sales of minicars
plateaued and waned in the early s, and their first major impact in the export market. It had the
advantages of not requiring a catalytic converter or unleaded fuel to meet the emissions
requirements of the s and early s. After the well-received launch of the Civic, Honda started on

the development of a larger companion model. Honda's original concept for a larger, quieter,
more powerful and comfortable car was a four-door sedan powered by a cc inline-six engine,
designated Project For reasons including managing development costs, leveraging the
technology of their Civic, and ability to adapt production facilities to the new model, Honda
changed their focus to building upon the Civic's successful formula in a larger package,
designated Project However, one account of the timeline reports that mechanical engineering
under Project got underway in Extensive pre-production testing was performed under a wide
variety of conditions, to assure the Accord's suitability for the varied uses an export model
would be subjected to. For the new model, Honda chose the name "Accord", reflecting "Honda's
desire for accord and harmony between people, society and the automobile. The Accord's final
form, with an extended nose and extended coupe cabin with a sloping hatchback rear, was a
logical derivation of the stubby hatchback design of the Civic and it provided ample leeway for
use of Civic-derived components. It showed similarity to the Volkswagen Scirocco , which had
been introduced in January , leading to speculation that the form of the Accord was copied from
the Scirocco. However, the Accord's form had been finalized months prior to the Scirocco's
introduction. To comply with gradually tightening emission regulations enacted in Japan , the
engine was fitted with Honda's CVCC technology. The Accord sold well due to its moderate size
and great fuel economy. In an LX version of the hatchback was added which came with air
conditioning, a digital clock, and power steering. Until the Accord, and the closely related
Prelude , power steering had not been available to cars under two liters. On 14 October a year
later in the U. Technically, the sedan was not changed from the hatchback, and the wheelbase
remained the same as well. This did result in a rather long rear overhang to fit a full-sized trunk.
In the U. In the optional two-speed semi-automatic transmission of previous years became a
three-speed fully automatic gearbox a four-speed automatic transaxle was not used in the
Accord until the model year. The North American versions had slightly redesigned bumper trim.
Other changes included new grilles and taillamps and remote mirrors added on the four-door
chrome and the LX black plastic models. At the same time, California-specification engines
received a four-port exhaust valve head and a catalytic converter. This version of the EK1
engine was equivalent to the 49 state High-Altitude engine, with the addition of an air jet
controller device that helped maintain the proper mixture at higher altitudes above feet. In North
America, the model year only brought detail changes such as new fabrics and some new color
combinations. Y was replaced by Oslo Ivory No. Dark brown was discontinued, as was the
bronze metallic. A bit later in , and SE 4-door model was added for the first time, with Novillo
leather seats and power windows. Base model hatchbacks, along with the four-door, LX, and SE
four-door, all received the same smaller black plastic remote mirror. The instrument cluster was
revised with mostly pictograms which replaced worded warning lights and gauge markings. The
shifter was redesigned to have a stronger spring to prevent unintentional engagement of
reverse, replacing the spring-loaded shift knob of the to model year cars. The shift lever was
also shortened by a couple of inches, with a larger thread diameter, allowing usage of later
Honda shift knobs, including the rectangular knob used on all and newer Accords. Since its first
year in the American market, it also became the best-selling Japanese nameplate in the United
States, retaining that position for about 15 years. This allowed Honda to sell the product at
different sales channels called Honda Clio , which sold the Accord, and Honda Verno , that sold
the Vigor. Vehicles with a manual transmission and the CVCC carburetor earned European
market cars received the tested 1. This automobile included popular features of the time such
as shag carpet , velour cabin trim, and chrome accents. An optional extra on the Accord was an
Electro Gyrocator , the world's first automatic in-car navigation system. The LX hatchback
offered a digital clock and slightly higher fuel economy due to its lighter weight. In Europe, the
Accord was available as a fairly well equipped for the time standard version, as well as a very
luxurious EX model at a modest upcharge. In the United States, Federal lighting regulations
required headlamps of sealed beam construction and standard size and shape on all vehicles,
so Accords in North America were equipped with four rectangular headlamp units rather than
the aerodynamic composite replaceable-bulb units used on Accords sold outside North
America note European specification imagery. Other Automotive lighting variations included
amber front and red rear side marker lights and reflectors in North America, and headlamp
washers and a red rear fog lamp for European markets. Japanese-market Accords were unique
from all other markets in that they offered adjustable ride height control and side-view mirrors
installed on the mid-forward fenders. In November , Honda made a fully four-speed automatic
available with the 1. This quickly filtered through to export markets, where the outdated
Hondamatic was soon superseded entirely. The manual five-speed transmission remained
unchanged. The Special Edition SE featured Novillo leather seating, power windows, a power
sunroof, and door locks. Gray was added as a color option. A slightly modified EK-2 engine was

introduced, replacing the earlier EK-1, albeit still carbureted. By , Accords sold in the eastern
United States were produced at the new Marysville plant, with quality considered equal to those
produced in Japan. In June , for the model year, the Accord body was restyled with a slightly
downward beveled nose and a new series of valve CVCC powerplants. Honda integrated rear
side marker lights and reflectors into the side of the tail light units. European Accords now
included a side turn signal repeater just behind each front wheel well. The U. The LX offered
velour upholstery, auto-reverse cassette stereo, air conditioning, cruise control, power brakes,
power steering, power windows and power door locks sedan only , a digital clock, roof pillar
antenna, along with thick black belt moldings, integrated bumpers and flush plastic mock-alloy
style wheels covers that resembled the trend-setting Audi Supplies were tight, as in the Eastern
states, the wait was months for a Graphite Gray sedan, a then-popular color. The LX hatchback
was the only version of the Accord to include dual side-view mirrors. The Accord SE Sedan
carried over features of the SE Sedan, including leather interior, power windows, power
antenna, and aluminum alloy wheels. Only one color was offered in the SE trim: Dove Gray. The
sedan was available in four exterior colors, Greek White and three metallic options: Columbus
Gray, Regency Red burgundy , and Stratos Blue steel. It was one of the first Japanese
engineered vehicles to offer computer controlled, fuel-injection with one injector per cylinder,
also known as multiple port fuel injection. This arrived on 24 May on the ES series 1. In , the
Special Edition returned as the SE-i, capitalizing on the final year of the second generation's
production. The moniker, SE-i, was adapted from the SE trim, but included the "-i" to signify the
higher trim level's fuel-injected engine. Like the previous SE trim in , the SE-i featured Novillo
leather seating, power moonroof, bronze-tinted glass, a premium sound system with cassette,
and inch alloy wheels. Available options differed from market to market. The 1. Japan generally
received more options earlier than the rest of the world. In , the Accord offered an adjustable
ride height air suspension in the Japanese market. From in Japan and in Europe, the
second-generation Accord was available with anti-lock brakes called ALB as an option. This
braking system was the first time that an Accord used four-wheel disc brakes. Fuel injection
became available in in the Japanese market with the earlier introduction of the ES3 engine in the
SE-i. Models took a year to arrive in North American and European markets with less stringent
emissions laws continuing, using carburetors throughout second-generation production. It had
a very striking exterior design styled by Toshi Oshika in , that resonated well with buyers
internationally. One notable feature was the hidden headlamps. Because this generation was
also sold as the Honda Vigor, the Accord received the hidden headlamps. Honda's Japanese
dealership channel called Honda Verno all had styling elements that helped identify products
only available at Honda Verno. As a result, Japanese market Accords had a Honda Verno styling
feature but were sold at newly established Japanese dealerships Honda Clio with the all-new,
luxury Honda Legend sedan, and international Accords were now visually aligned with the
Prelude, the CR-X, and the new Integra. Accords in all other bodies hatchback, AeroDeck, coupe
had only retractable headlamps worldwide. At its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year
Japan Award. The third-generation Accord became the first Honda to employ double wishbones
at both the front and rear ends. While more expensive than competitors' MacPherson strut
systems, this setup provided better stability and sharper handling for the vehicle. All had front
sway bars and upper models had rear sway bars as well. Brakes were either small all-wheel
discs with twin-piston calipers only available on the Japanese-market 2. ABS was available as
an option on the 4-wheel disc brake models, though not in North America. Base model Accords
rode on inch steel wheels with hubcaps with more expensive models having the option of inch
alloy wheels. The engine block in Thailand was marked as A. The Accord's trim levels ranged
from spartan to luxurious. In the Japanese home market, the Accord was available with a full
power package, heated mirrors optional , a digital instrument cluster optional , sunroof optional
, cruise control, and climate control which was also optional. Some North European export
models also had heated front seats and headlight washers. North American and Australian
Accords were not available with most of these options, presumably and in the U. Throughout
the different markets, in addition to the sedan model, the Accord was available with different
body styles which included a three-door hatchback, a three-door shooting-brake called Accord
AeroDeck , and a two-door coupe which was added in for the model year. The coupe, which was
built exclusively in Honda's Marysville, Ohio factory, was "reverse exported" back to Japan
where it was known as the US-coupe CA6. In , the last year of production for the third
generation, the SE-i trim returned again to the American market in sedan and coupe models.
Standard features in the SE-i included leather-trimmed seats and door panel inserts, alloy
wheels, power assisted 4-wheel disc brakes, tinted glass, air conditioning, power steering,
power windows, power moonroof sedan only , dual outlet exhaust, dual body colored power
mirrors, and a Bose audio system with steering wheel mounted controls. Additional standard

features included cruise control, fold-down rear seat backs, adjustable steering column, quartz
digital clock, remote trunk release, rear window defroster and intermittent wipers. Two color
combinations were available for the sedan: Charcoal Granite Metallic with gray leather interior
trim or Tuscany Taupe Metallic with beige leather interior trim. For the coupe, two different color
combinations were available: Asturias Gray Metallic with gray leather interior trim and Brittany
Blue-Green Metallic with beige leather interior trim. The third-generation Accord was sold in
Japan, Europe, and New Zealand as a three-door hatchback with a flat roof over the rear seats,
known in Europe as a shooting-brake. The body style of a flat roof hatchback was also used on
the third-generation Honda Civic third generation subcompact, the second-generation Honda
City supermini and the first-generation Honda Today kei car. The Honda CR-X was the only
three-door hatchback that adopted a fastback, sloping rear hatch " kammback " appearance,
demonstrating a performance car appearance identified with Honda Verno products during the
mids. In North America, the Accord coupe and hatchback models were offered instead. In parts
of Continental Europe, the Accord five-door station wagon was also called the Accord AeroDeck
from until , when the name of the station wagon was renamed the "Accord Tourer". The cargo
handling abilities of the AeroDeck were ceded to the fourth-generation Accord station wagon in
The AeroDeck returned an aerodynamic value of. Unfortunately, the appearance was not well
received in Japan, as the introduction of the Accord Coupe was more well-liked. The
appearance was more popular in the United Kingdom. The AeroDeck was equipped with a
four-wheel double wishbone suspension, which gave both a comfortable ride and cornering
performance. Note that the top model in Japan "2. Visibility from the driver's seat and the
passenger seat was better due to the lower instrument panel design of the front window and a
large windshield. And switches are arranged efficiently and at the time was the driving position
can be fine-tuned adjustments. Because of the shape of the vehicle and the flat roof that
continued to the rear of the vehicle, opening the rear hatch had some drawbacks in low
clearance environments. The lower part of the hatch was not like one used on a station wagon
that went all the way down to the rear bumper, so loading cargo into the back wasn't as
convenient as a conventional station wagon with a one-piece hatchback. The rear hatch also
wrapped into the rear roof, similar to a gull wing door so that the rear glass was in two pieces,
one for the back window, and another part on the rear roof. When open, the hatch rose above
the roof at a right angle, providing additional overhead clearance when the hatch was open.
Moreover, because of the emphasis on aiding rear-seat passenger entry, a longer front door
was installed, and because power windows were not installed on the lower trim packages "LX",
"LX-S" and as such, the window regulator opening felt heavy. The fourth-generation Accord,
introduced on the "CB" chassis, was unveiled in for the model year. Although much larger than
its predecessor the sedan's styling was evolutionary, featuring the same low slung design and
wraparound rear window as the third-generation Accord. For the first time, a 3-door hatchback
was no longer available internationally. This was one of the first U. The growing popularity of
the Accord internationally was evident in the ever-increasing dimensions, which now matched
almost exactly with the first-generation Legend introduced in For this fourth-generation Accord,
Honda made significant engineering design improvements. All Accords sold in North America
came with a completely new all-aluminum 2. Also noteworthy, all Accords equipped with
automatic transmissions used an electronically controlled rear engine mount to reduce
low-frequency noise and vibration. The mount contained two fluid-filled chambers separated by
a computer-controlled valve. At low engine speeds, fluid is routed through the valve damping
vibration. Above rpm, fluid is routed around the valve making the engine mount stiffer. The
Canadian Accord trim levels varied slightly from the U. Fourth-generation Japanese-assembled
EXi Accords sold in Australia offered the same 4-wheel steering technology as was available
optionally on the U. Honda Prelude, but was not included on the New Zealand-assembled
versions. Cruise control was dropped from the DX sedan, with air conditioning remaining a
dealer-installed option. The LX kept the same features as the previous generation including air
conditioning, power windows, door locks, and mirrors. The 90â€”91 EX added 5 horsepower
due to a different exhaust manifold design, slightly larger exhaust piping, and a twin outlet
muffler. Some models though rare were special ordered with an anti-lock braking system at that
time abbreviated as ALB, now all automakers refer to it as ABS. A redesigned manual
transmission with a hydraulic clutch was standard equipment in all trims while an all-new
electronically controlled 4-speed automatic transmission was optional for all models. Some new
dealer-installed accessories were now offered including a single-disc in-dash CD player or
trunk-mounted 6-disc CD changer, stereo equalizer, fog lights, security system, rear wing
spoiler, trunk lip spoiler, luggage rack, full and half nose mask, center armrest, window visors,
sunroof visor, car cover, and a cockpit cover. Because of tightening auto safety regulations
from the NHTSA, all and model year Accords sold in the United States came equipped with

motorized shoulder belts for front passengers to comply with passive restraint mandates. These
semi-automatic restraints were a two-component system; a motorized shoulder belt along with
a non-integrated and manually operated seatbelt. The shoulder belts automatically raced around
each window frame encircling both the driver and front-seat passenger whenever the front door
closed. The process reversed to release them when opened. The lap belts, however, still
required manual fastening. In early for the model year, Honda unveiled the Accord wagon,
manufactured at the Marysville, Ohio plant. The Ohio plant exported right-hand drive wagons
and coupes to Europe and Japan, and in Europe, the station wagon station wagon was called
the "Aerodeck" in reference to the â€” 2-door vehicle. All station wagons sold outside the
United States were affixed with a small badge on the "C" pillar denoting the vehicle was built at
the Ohio facility. European and Japanese vehicles had options not available within the U. They
had larger front brakes to compensate for the added weight and unlike other U. Accords,
including a driver's side airbag as standard equipment. Other than a retractable tonneau cover
in the rear cargo area and keyless entry on EX models, the wagons were equipped the same as
their coupe and sedan counterparts. Honda reintroduced the SE previously SE-i sedan for For
the first time, a manual transmission was not offered in the SE. Unlike previous editions, the SE
was not equipped with uniquely styled alloy wheels but instead carried the EX model wheels.
Accords received a minor facelift in for the model year. The system used the same EX-SE twin
outlet muffler, a revised air intake tract, a revised camshaft, and a revised intake manifold using
IAB butterfly valves which open at rpm to increase air intake breathing at high rpm. Anti-lock
4-wheel disc brakes became standard on the EX. The front and rear facias received a more
rounded and updated look. Coupe and sedan models received a new grille, new headlamps,
amber parking lights, slightly thinner body side molding , updated wheel designs and for the
first time, the EX coupe used wheels different from the EX sedan. The sedans received restyled
shortened taillamps with an inverted amber turn signal and backup light positions. The wagon
taillamps though still resembled those from the â€” Accord. The US-market coupe used the new
revised inverted positioning of the signal and backup lights, but the shape of the taillamps still
resembled those of the 90â€”91 models. EX trim levels included a radio anti-theft function to
deter stereo theft. A front driver's seat armrest was now standard on LX and EX models. Some
dealer-installed accessories were dropped including the luggage rack, trunk-lip spoiler, and
cockpit cover. A gold finish kit was added. In , Honda introduced the 10th Anniversary Edition
sedan to commemorate the 10th year of U. Accord production. The upgrades included ABS,
4-wheel disc brakes, 15" EX coupe six-spoke alloy wheels, body-colored side moldings, chin
spoiler, and standard automatic transmission. The 10th Anniversary models also included the
same premium seat fabric found in EX models. The SE returned in late as both a sedan and for
the first time since the SE-i, as a coupe. The SE sedan featured standard dual front airbags; the
first Accord to do so. An 8-button, 4-speaker Honda-Bose audio system, automatic
transmission, leather trim, body-colored bumper, and body side moldings were standard. The
SE coupe included a factory rear wing spoiler which differed slightly in design from the already
available dealer-installed accessory rear wing spoiler. In Canada, the SE came with heated front
seats and heated side-view mirrors. Both the sedan and coupe received distinctive inch alloy
wheels as well. Sadly, would be the swan song for the SE as exclusive, high content, limited
edition Accord model. Later generations would use a "Special Edition" designation rather than
the previously used "SE" designation. At the end of the model life of the CB Accord, a "pillared
hardtop " model called the Honda Ascot Innova was launched in Japan, based on the CB
Accord chassis, but with a different, much more modern-styled body, taking cues from the
Honda Prelude. The fourth-generation Accord spawned a sister model in , called the Honda
Ascot which, while mechanically identical to the Accord, featured unique sedan bodywork,
although it bore a resemblance to the Accord. Unlike previous generations of the Honda Vigor,
which were simply upmarket versions of the Accord, the third generation 'CB5' model was spun
off as a model in its own right and was based on a different platform which featured a
longitudinal engine layout compared to the transverse set-up of the Accord. A sister model to
the Vigor, the Honda Inspire, was also unveiled in and, bar a different front grille, front and rear
lights, and bumpers, sported identical bodywork. For the first time in the model's history, Honda
developed two distinct versions of the Accord when the fifth-generation model was launched in
the Fall of ; one version for the European market and one for the North American and Japanese
market. Honda and the Rover Group created the European Accord and the Rover , a reflection of
the past success they had with the Honda Legend and the Rover This generation Accord was
also sold in Japan as the Isuzu Aska , while some Isuzu products were sold as Honda products
there also. At its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year Japan Award for the second time.
The fifth-generation North American Accord was launched on 9 September , for the model year
and was based on the new 'CD' chassis. Larger than its predecessor, primarily to better suit the

requirements of the North American market, the new model grew in width but shrunk in length,
leaving it classified as a mid-size car in North America. It thus became too wide to fit within the
favorable tax bracket in Japan, where its role was to be partially taken over by the slightly
narrower second-generation Honda Ascot sold at Honda Primo Japanese dealerships and
Honda Rafaga sold at Honda Verno. The engines offered with the Accord also exceeded the
maximum limit of cc to remain in the favorable "compact" tax bracket. The installation of a 2.
Development began in September , along with the design process in June The final design was
selected by an early date of 18 December and frozen by mid Design inconsistencies in early ,
caused several alterations to be made until April , when a secondary design freeze took place,
ahead of scheduled production. Production later began at Marysville assembly on 24 August
Honda of Japan marketed four different size engines in the Japanese-spec Accord sedan: 1. All
Accord versions were sold at Honda Clio locations in Japan. The fifth-generation Accord
became the first Accord to be built and sold in the Philippines. The 5-speed manual
transmission remained mostly unchanged, while the 4-speed automatic noted for its hard shifts,
now included Honda's "Grade-Logic" shift program, which would prevent "gear-hunting" by
holding the current gear while driving on a sloped incline. All Accord models received a more
ergonomic interior with standard safety features such as dual airbags and reinforced
side-impact beams. DX and LX models came equipped similarly to the previous generation and
were fitted with a revised version of the previous generation's 2. The Accord coupe as in the
previous generation looked almost exactly like the sedan and was the last generation of the
Accord to offer a wagon variant in North America until the introduction of the Accord Crosstour
in In , the Accord debuted a V6 engine , the 2. The addition of the taller C27 engine required
substantial alterations to the CD platform, with V6 models sporting a redesigned engine layout,
taller front fenders, and a different hood than I4 models; however, these differences are difficult
to spot without both models parked side by side. Both versions of the V6 received a dual-outlet
exhaust, a 4-speed automatic transmission, inch machined aluminum-alloy wheels on the
EX-V6, and inch steel wheels with full covers on the LX-V6, and a slightly updated front grille
which would be later used in all 96â€”97 Accords. The Accord saw very few other changes for
with the exception of a few different exterior and interior color combinations. In , the Accord
underwent the usual mid-generation facelift for More rounded bumpers, a slightly modified front
fascia which was originally exclusive in the V6 models in with new signal lights and rear
taillamps gave the Accord a softer look. All Hondas now complied with the federal government's
requirement of OBD II engine diagnostics though all three engine choices remained the same. In
order to increase the Accord's competitiveness against its rivals in different international
markets, Honda CEO Nobuhiko Kawamoto decided on one basic platform for the
sixth-generation Accord, but with different bodies and proportions for local markets. The
Special Edition trim package was introduced. The Special Edition received a factory installed
security system with keyless entry, single-disc CD player, body-colored side molding,
distinctive alloy wheels, and a sunroof. It was offered in automatic transmission only and was
fitted with the same engine as the LX. Acclaimed for its handling, the Accord has been known [
by whom? In New Zealand, the fifth-generation Accord was assembled at Honda's
manufacturing site in Nelson and was released in March A facelift was released in December ,
which coincided with the release of VTEC engines in the upper-spec models. This generation of
the Accord is one of the most frequently stolen cars in the U. Honda of Japan produced three
high-performance models of the Accord for the Japanese domestic market referred to as the
SiR , which was available for sale at Honda Clio dealerships in Japan. The sports car approach
to the Accord SiR was aimed at aligning the Accord with the Honda Verno sports sedan that
replaced the Vigor, called the Honda Saber a platform-mate shared with the Honda Inspire. The
compact sedan role the Accord previously filled was now relegated to the Honda Rafaga and
Ascot. The Japan-built SiR sedan 94â€”97 was available with a 5-speed manual transmission as
standard equipment or an optional "Grade-Logic" four-speed automatic transmission. It came
with cloth sport seats styled similar to the Prelude or optional leather seats, both exclusive to
the SiR. The Accord SiR suspension was improved with a stiffer front sway bar Features for the
94â€”95 Accord SiR models sedans and coupes included the following items: cruise control,
automatic climate control Similar to the first-generation Acura CL , Bose stereo system, 7,
redline tachometer, optional electronic traction control, and optional limited-slip differential for
automatic transmission, optional SRS and airbags, factory-installed driving lights, optional
factory-installed "pop up" navigation radio head unit, sound insulation liner under front hood,
black-housing headlamps, no side molding was available on the Accord SiR sedan, optional
rear sunscreen, optional sunroof, and power-retractable outside mirrors. Features for the
96â€”97 Accord SiR models sedans, coupes, and wagons included the same as above while
adding; optional cruise control, rear window wiper on the sedan, optional leather interior, and a

colored side molding for the sedan as well. The fifth-generation Accord for the European market
was unveiled in and was completely different than the global model 'CD'. It was the result of a
joint effort with the Rover Group that provided Rover with the series. The exterior was designed
by Shigeo Ueno, was finalized in In , the European Accord received a minor facelift and was
given a new front end new headlamps, bumper, hood, and grill and slightly different taillamps
see images. The styling of the facelifted Accord remained identical to the styling of the Ascot
Innova although the frameless doors were replaced with conventional items and featured the
design language first introduced on the fifth-generation Honda Civic. The styling of the
European Accord differed dramatically from the North American which featured a more
conventional sedan styling compared to the European model's low slung, fastback inspired
look which also incorporated rear quarter windows. The facelifted Accord was also equipped
with two airbags as standard. However, the European Accord did not spawn a station wagon
nor a coupe version. Instead, Honda opted to import the coupe and station wagon Aerodeck
versions of the global Accord. The diesel model of the Accord was fitted with the direct injection
Rover L-Series diesel engine, as also fitted in the Rover Called the , the car shared its platform
with the European Accord and, with the exception of the front doors, lower rear doors, and
windscreen, sported unique styling which dispensed with the rear quarter windows. The interior
design of the was very similar to the Accord's however, while the dashboard design was
identical. For the sixth generation, Honda split the Accord into three separate models, designed
for the Japanese, North American, and European markets. This generation also spawned two
distinctively branded performance versions for European and Japanese domestic markets,
dubbed Type R, and Euro R, respectively. The seventh generation of the Accord was launched
in model year in North America , [46] and consists of two separate models; one for the Japanese
and European markets, and the other for North America, with the Japanese and European model
being sold in North America as the Acura TSX. However, both were in fact sold in many other
markets, fueled by the popular Cog advertisement for the Accord. The European and Japanese
Accords were integrated on the previous Japanese Accord's chassis, but with a new body. At
its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year Japan Award for a record third time. In Europe, the
car featured a 2. Some features that distinguish it are the Recaro seats, the body kit, a MOMO
steering wheel, lightweight inch alloys, and a special aluminum gear knob found only in
Honda's Type R variants. The North American Accord grew in size yet again, becoming a vastly
different car than its Japanese and European counterparts. This generation was available in
both coupe and sedan forms, while a hybrid model was introduced in early This Accord was the
first to use wheels with five lug nuts instead of the traditional four on 4-cylinder models. The
4-cylinder engine also used a timing chain instead of a timing belt. This coupe came with inch
wheels that varied between the and models , strut tower bar, perforated leather seating, carbon
fiber dash pieces, and an upgraded watt stereo system. This model was also sold in Japan as
the Honda Inspire from to The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety found â€”04 Accords had
the lowest fatality rates in the non-luxury mid-size sedan class. The updated Accord for the
Japanese and European markets went on sale in mid It is available as both a sedan and a
station wagon. In the People's Republic of China, a version of the sedan is sold as the Honda
Spirior which later on developed an independent second generation. Production began in
August in China, by Dongfeng Honda. Production ended at the end of February for Australia and
New Zealand spec models. In Europe, the car maintained the 2. The North American version of
the Accord has a different body from its Japanese counterpart. This shape is sold as the Honda
Inspire in Japan and is not sold in Europe. It was discontinued in Japan in September In
Malaysia, the Accord is locally assembled. In China, Guangqi Honda also makes this vehicle
with 2. Guangqi began making the Accord Crosstour in In Malaysia, the eighth generation is
also rebadged as the Proton Perdana from December and is used by government officials. For
the ninth-generation Accord, Honda appointed Shoji Matsui, who served as an engineer on the
Accord platform from to , as the lead project manager. In August , the company released initial
details pertaining to the Accord sedan, and production versions of both the sedan and coupe
were fully unveiled in early September Corresponding release dates in Canada for the sedan
and coupe models are 24 September , and 1 November , respectively. In February , the Accord
was scheduled to enter the Russian market. The tenth-generation Accord was unveiled on 14
July New features available include front and rear parking sensors , magnetorheological
dampers , acoustic PVB laminated front door glass, 6" automotive head-up display HUD , and
4-way height-adjustable power lumbar driver's seat. The vehicle is equipped with standard
Honda Sensing adding traffic sign recognition on all models in the U. A base 1. This engine is
based on the engine in the Civic Type R , but with a smaller turbocharger, different pistons and
camshafts, and the addition of a pair of balance shafts. The Accord hybrid went on sale in
March The lithium-ion battery is more compact and mounted under the rear seat. The generator

and propulsion motor permanent magnets no longer contain rare-earth heavy metals. To save
weight the front subframe , front control arms, hood, front and rear bumpers are constructed of
aluminum, which were previously reserved for past hybrid models. The tenth generation Accord
debuted for the Japanese domestic market at the 46th Tokyo Motor Show through October to
November and went on sale in Japan on 21 February and is imported from Thailand. For the
model year, the Accord receives a minor facelift, including a revised grille, new wheel designs,
and brighter LED headlights. A Sport SE trim replaces the non-hybrid EX, while the manual
transmission has been discontinued due to poor sales. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
touchscreen integration are now standard on all models, with wireless functionality on EX-L and
higher trim levels. The Accord has been raced in multiple different motorsport series through
the years. In the British Touring Car Championship , it achieved 21 race victories, finished
runner-up in the manufacturers' championship in and , and also won the independents'
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Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning
required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require
limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does
the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights
displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2.
Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced?
Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket
modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you
know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No
contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN?
License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your license plate? Estimated values for the Honda
Accord. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue
Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value. You
can find the market value of your Honda Accord on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic
facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the
vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower
two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors will affect how much a Honda Accord is
worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the year, mileage, condition level, options
and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's
details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Honda Accord, or any vehicle, is
determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for
a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the
values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to
make a broad assessment of the Honda Accord. We recommend you read Edmunds expert
reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to
test-drive the Honda Accord and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the
Honda Accord is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and
ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars
related to the Accord. Sign Up. For a few decades now, the Honda Accord has been a paradigm
for a midsize family sedan. Whether you've been looking for safety, fuel economy, performance
or a reputation for reliability, the Accord has had something to offer. This continues to hold true
for the Accord. This year's car gets a few updates, including a face-lift and the introduction of
wireless Android Auto and Apple CarPlay, which means you don't need to use a USB cord to
integrate your phone's apps with the touchscreen. The Accord has been our top pick for a
midsize sedan the past few years, but a new rival has managed to just barely edge the
praiseworthy Honda out of first place. The Kia K5 does almost everything as well as â€” or
better than â€” the Accord, but at a lower price and with a bit more style. It's a very close battle
between the two, and other contenders including the Mazda 6 and Hyundai Sonata aren't far
behind. As close as all of these vehicles are, it may very well come down to personal preference
and which dealer can cut you a better deal. The current 10th-generation Honda Accord has been
a hit with Edmunds editors since it debuted in As a result, we added an Accord EX-L with the 1.
Check out our long-term Accord test , where we cover our real-world ownership experiences.
Note that while we tested a Accord, most of our observations still apply to the model. Most
Accords come with a turbocharged 1. The Sport 2. There's also an Accord Hybrid model that is
reviewed separately. LX This base trim comes well equipped for the price, with feature
highlights that include:. Sport Stepping up to this model adds some sporty styling flourishes
and a few convenience items such as:. Sport SE This new trim level builds on the regular Sport
with more convenience and luxury features that include:. Sport 2. It also adds:. The quality of
the cabin ride has improved quite a bit from the previous version not that they were bad but I

love when you closed any door it feels like your in a higher end luxury car without the price tag.
The technology is very unique because you get all the features of a navigation system without
the cost with the apple CarPlay feature sure you use your cell data but the savings of upgrade
to have the feature built in well you do the math. Just purchased a new Accord LX after
shopping many different vehicles. With standard Apple Carplay, adaptive cruise control, lane
assist, and dual zone climate control, the features are plenty for me, and are offered at a
reasonable price. Cars are all really expensive, so reasonable is a relative term, but I do believe
that this was a great value for the money. For me, driving the car is enjoyable. The car gives a
stable, larger car ride but with good cornering and feedback from the road. Acceleration is good
even in the eco mode and so combined mileage near 30 mpg is good. So far, I am very happy
with this purchase and would recommend to anyone looking for a good value in reliable
transportation. The fact that the car is built in Ohio is another plus for me. I am happy to support
American workers regardless of the brand. Another part of this experience that helped me to be
so positive is having the transaction conducted at a dealership that is straightforward and
decent to do business with. The salesperson was outstanding and was completely honest with
me. It is much easier to like a car more when the purchasing experience is also positive. I look
forward to many years of driving this car. The car is stylish, packed with features backed by
Honda's unbeatable reliability and support and has more than enough power for the average
driver! Go test drive one and you will know its the best car in class for the price. This car has all
the feature one would need. It is an amazingly smooth ride. You are able to put it into eco drive
if that works bet for you or even sport mode. It has alerts to when needed to stay within the lane
and even when it is time for you to stop and rest. Accords have always even reliable and great
on gas. Write a review. See all 13 reviews. In this video, Mark Takahashi takes these two popular
midsize family sedans to our test track. But we didn't take just any old Accord or K5. Since this
is a "sport" sedan comparison test, we have the sporty versions of the two top midsize sedans:
the Kia K5 GT and the Honda Accord Sport. These sport versions have more performance,
power and speed. We answer this and a whole lot more in our sport sedan comparison test. It's
the Honda Accord Sport vs. And they've had a few fun models sprinkled in there over the years,
too. Kia, the new kid on the block by comparison. They've taken on the establishment and won.
The Kia K5 just stole the Edmunds top rated crown away from the Honda Accord in the midsize
sedan class. But family sedans are boring, right? Or are they? What we have here are these
sporty versions of the two top rated sedans in the class. I mean, do they have any idea who I
think I am? If you want to see a showdown with those, leave a comment below. In this video,
we're concentrating more on the performance aspects of these sedans. If you want more
in-depth information on things like comfort and convenience, we have links to videos below that
will give you all the information you need. But this is the fun zone. As always, head over to
edmunds. And to get a cash offer on your vehicle, head to edmands. Let's get the specs out of
the way first. That's paired with a speed automatic. Want some bonus points? That's a detuned
version of the same engine that's in the Honda Civic Type R. That puts out horsepower and
pound feet of torque. That's mated with an eight-speed dual clutch automatic. But the Kia K5 GT
goes further with a sport-tuned suspension, upgraded brakes, and steering. Seems like you get
more with the GT, right? But keep in mind, the Accord already gets high marks for its sporty
handling. On top of that, we need to find out how all of these changes affect the K5's driveability
and comfort. Both of these are offered only in front wheel drive, which leads me to question
whether or not those front tires can handle all this added performance. Supporting K5 models
are offered with all wheel drive and the smaller engine, which is a bonus for those who live in
weather prone areas. Tires are vitally important, too, and the K5 gets Pirelli P0 all-season tires
mounted on inch wheels, while the Accord Sport gets Michelin primacy MXM-4's also mounted
on 19s. Thankfully, we're at the Edmunds test track where I can safely explore the potential of
these more than mild but less than wild sedans. So let's go turn and burn. This really isn't that
big of a deal these days. I mean, a lot of cars do that. But it does make it feel just a little less
responsive. It hits 0 to 60 in 5. It sounds OK at full throttle, at least it doesn't sound like you're
going to break anything. As I'm heading into this next hairpin, I'll get on the brakes hard, but not
pushing it through the firewall. The thing is though, I'm trying to downshift into second gear and
it won't let me do it until I'm halfway through the turn, even though I know I have the revs there.
It's frustrating. I like getting all my breaking in downshifting done just before I turn in, and it
keeps the car a little more settled all the way through. Now in this turn, body roll, it is certainly
there. But the Accord is still pretty well-mannered. It doesn't encourage you to drive it any
harder, mostly because it feels like you're not going to get anything else out of it. This is an
Accord Sport, after all. It's not something like an Accord Type R. Accord Type R. I could get
behind something like that. Tire howl it is definitely there. But it gives you a good indication of
how much grip you have left. Is it fun? Yeah, reasonably it is. But what happens if I turn up the

aggression just a little bit? Let's find out. Oh, yeah. Front and plows really hard. I lose all the
grip up front, and I have to back out of the throttle just because there's nothing left I can pull
from those poor tires. All right. That's enough. I'm going to cool it down, head back to pit. One
thing I noticed pulling into the pits, the Accord, on the brakes, they were steaming. There were
really, really hot. So that's one thing to keep in mind, especially because I wasn't really truly
torturing them that much. The Kia K5 GT has upgraded rotors and calipers, so it's possible
those brakes might not have as much of a problem. We shall see. Right off the line, the K5 GT
has a distinct pause before you start getting any acceleration. On top of that, there are some
awkward lurches as the dual clutch transmission tries to settle in and get you a higher gear. It's
much less of an issue if you slap it over to manual mode. But in the everyday drive and
commute, it can get pretty tiresome. I do like the engine sound better in the K5. Down low, it has
this subtle little flutter, something that you might expect from a Subaru Boxer engine. But
higher up, it gets smoother and a little more pronounced. As far as brakes go, well, there's not a
whole lot to say there about feel. And again, that's a good thing. They do seem less prone to
overheating than the Accord, but the unfortunate thing is it took feet to come to a stop from 60
miles an hour. That is not very good. Coming into these sharper turns, I am able to grab second
gear quicker than in the Accord. Allows it to rev up a little higher. The sport tuned suspension
does a much better job of managing body role. It just feels a lot more planted. And neither car
have much in the way of steering feedback. It gives you a little more effort, at least it feels the
part. As I get back into the throttle, the fun, it just dies. Yeah, ugh. With the added power, it's
much easier to overwhelm those front tires, and it feels like you have to be a lot more careful
about that than in the Accord. It's a clear case that this car would greatly benefit from stickier
tires or limited slip differential, and definitely all wheel drive. As it is, you have to baby the K5
GT out of turns. And that's the big letdown. Up until that point, it's pretty damn good. Once you
can lay that power down, the ups are so quick, power is plentiful. I like the way the transmission
works when I'm driving it hard like this, but in the everyday commute it kind of falls apart. It
seems the opposite with the Accord, where it's smoother in everyday driving and a little too
conservative for spirited driving. As for ride quality, I feel the bumps more than I would in the
Accord or a regular K5, but it's nothing close to what I'd consider harsh. I think it's a good mix
of sporty stiffness and comfortable compliance. In fact, I'd like to see a sport tuned suspension
in the Accord Sport. Even more surprising, I'd take a supporting K5 with all wheel drive over
either of these. It's a clear cut case that more power doesn't always equate to a better or
sportier car. Fortunately, all the things that make the K5 our top-rated sedan remain. It's
comfortable. It's a joy to drive. It's packed with tech, and you get a lot for your money. That said,
if your budget can swing it, I suggest stepping up to the Kia Stinger or Dodge Charger, if you're
serious about fun. And let me know if you want to see that comparison, because I sure as hell
want to shoot it. Thanks for watching, and as always hit that Subscribe button below. I'm going
to try and squeeze in a few more laps before they kick us out. See you. Since the
current-generation Honda Accord's debut in , it has enjoyed a prized spot among midsize family
sedans. That ends with the introduction of the new Kia K5, which replaces the Optima in the
lineup. The K5 drives just as well as the Accord and has similar levels of comfort and
convenience. It's essentially a tie between the Accord until you get to pricing, where the Kia
holds a firm advantage throughout the trim levels. The Mazda 6 is the sporty sophisticate of the
class, with attractive styling mixed with higher levels of performance and driver engagement.
It's also attractive on the inside, and we award more points for its comfortable seats and
easy-to-use infotainment system. Really, the only drawback is that it rides marginally stiffer
than its rivals. Like the related Kia K5, the Hyundai Sonata is as good to drive as the Accord,
delivers a lot for the money, and has plenty of storage and cargo space. One of the few things
keeping the Sonata out of the top three is an interior that isn't as refined as we expect these
days. The Honda Accord is offered in the following submodels: Accord Sedan. Available styles
include EX-L 4dr Sedan 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Honda
Accord and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Accord 4. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the
Accord. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Honda
Accord and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Accord featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team

drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Honda Accord. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Honda Honda Accord. Photos Videos 1. Select year Upcoming - New - New. Other years. Pros Engines are both powerful and fuel-efficient Interior is
cavernous and uses upscale materials Sporty handling makes it fun to drive Many advanced
driver safety aids come standard Cons Not as quiet as some rival sedans Low seating position
slightly hampers entry and exit What's new Updated front-end styling Revised trim level lineup
Newly available wireless Android Auto and Apple CarPlay Manual transmission no longer
available Part of the 10th Accord generation introduced for What's it like to live with? The
Accord is a class leader. It's an undeniably compelling package, and it's enjoyable to drive.
Some rival sedans might best the Accord in a few areas, but no other sedan puts it all together
as well as this one. We like how the Accord's engine and transmission respond quickly and
provide sufficient power. The raw numbers aren't special â€” our as-tested mph time of 8
seconds is average for a base engine in this segment â€” but the rapid response to driver input
is. Honda's CVT automatic will lower engine rpm as much as possible to improve fuel economy,
but it responds quickly and smoothly to provide more power when you need it. The car corners
well, sticking to the road with no drama, and the brakes are easy to control for smooth stops.
Our panic-stop braking test from 60 mph resulted in an average stopping distance for a midsize
sedan, and the Accord's brakes instill confidence thanks to arrow-straight stops. The steering,
though accurate and easy, doesn't give you much feel for the road. The Accord is quiet and
comfortable in most situations. The front seats have well-placed headrests and comfortable
back support, but the seat cushions don't have a lot of padding. Finding the right adjustment is
important to staying comfortable on long drives. All climate settings can be adjusted with
straightforward and clearly labeled manual controls, and the system's automatic setting
regulates cabin temperature well. We tested the top-trim Accord Hybrid Touring, which comes
with an adaptive suspension as well as big inch wheels. While we appreciate the extra features
of the Touring ventilated front seats, for example , we haven't found that the adaptive shock
absorbers contribute much to the ride quality. In fact, we'd go so far as to recommend either the
EX or EX-L trim level if comfort is a priority for you. They cost thousands less than the similarly
equipped Touring trim and still have a smooth ride thanks to their smaller inch wheels that have
cushier tire sidewalls. The Accord's cabin is nicely insulated against wind noise, though tire
noise is noticeable on the highway. The interior of the Accord offers modern design, quality
soft-touch materials, lots of room, and a user-friendly infotainment system and control layout.
Basic functions are easy to navigate thanks to physical buttons, but the controls on the wheel
aren't intuitively laid out and take getting used to. The cabin is airy and open, but taller drivers
will want to test the seating position since their knees might rub on a piece of hard plastic trim.
The doorsills are high and wide, meaning other sedans are a little easier to get in and out of.
Rear legroom is excellent, though taller passengers will run out of headroom and will have to
duck while exiting the back seat. The available navigation system's graphics look crisp, and
instructions are easy to follow. Honda also did a nice job integrating the infotainment system
with the gauge cluster screen and optional head-up display. However, the standard pairing
method is easy enough that it's mostly a novelty. The premium audio system produces a lot of
volume without distortion, but sound quality is unexceptional for an upgraded system. Many

active safety and driver aids come standard on the Accord, but blind-spot monitoring and rear
cross-traffic alert aren't standard on lower trims. The adaptive cruise control system mostly
works well, but it sometimes picks up neighboring lanes in curves. Forward collision alert
doesn't deliver false warnings but is very sensitive. The Accord offers about as much utility as
possible for a sedan. It has excellent trunk volume. The opening is wide, if a little narrow, and
it's easy to maneuver objects in and out. The cabin offers plenty of spots for small items. The
center console armrest bin is generously sized, and the front charging ports and wireless
charging pad if equipped are in a cubby with room for more than one phone. For family duty, the
Accord has car seat anchors that are located under clearly marked flaps and are close to the
surface with no seating material impinging on access. Even bulky car seats shouldn't pose a
problem. The EPA estimate of mpg combined with the base engine is excellent for a midsize
sedan. But we only managed to average Other vehicles we test do a better job of matching the
EPA estimates. The Accord's small turbocharged engine seems to get thirsty when driven in the
real world. You get a lot of car for your money. The Accord's interior design is modern and
upscale. The touch points are covered in soft-touch materials, and the panels are fit tightly
together. Only a few of the textured surfaces reveal themselves to be somewhat tacky-feeling
hard plastics. Equipment scales well through the trim levels, so you don't feel like you're being
shorted for opting for a lower trim. Dollar for dollar, the Accord feels like it's in a different
league. You feel good getting in the Accord. It reminds you that you chose wisely as you settle
into the low seat. You can sit low and back, ensconced in the vehicle, and it imparts a sensation
of being in a much more expensive car. If the steering was sharper, this Honda could even be a
sport sedan. As it is, the Accord is a sporty and competent sedan that's actually a lot of fun to
whip through corners thanks to its stability. Just like its predecessor, it delivers plenty of
features for the money. In particular, the keyless entry, leather upholstery and heated seats are
worth the price premium over the Sport trim. You also get a handful of other convenience items.
It also adds: Rain-sensing wipers Paddle shifters Head-up display displays important
information in your sight line onto the windshield Ventilated front seats Heated outboard rear
seats Navigation system Low-speed anti-collision braking applies the brakes if a collision is
imminent between 1 and 6 mph. Read more. Find savings on the Accord for sale near you. ZIP
Code. See Pricing. See all Accord lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Accord. Most
helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, The Sport mode. Applies the brakes automatically to
lessen the force of an impact. Blind-Spot Information System Warns the driver that another
vehicle is in a blind spot. Illuminates a light in the mirror and beeps if the turn signal is
activated. Adaptive Cruise Control Maintains a driver-selected distance to a vehicle ahead in
traffic. Automatically brakes and accelerates to maintain the gap. Side Impact Test Good. Honda
Accord vs. Kia K5 Since the current-generation Honda Accord's debut in , it has enjoyed a
prized spot among midsize family sedans. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Related
Accord Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the Accord both on the road and at the track,
giving it a 8. You probably care about Honda Accord fuel economy, so it's important to know
that the Accord gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg to 33 mpg, depending on the configuration. What
about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind
that the Accord has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether
the Honda Accord is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from
real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Accord. Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Accord's average consumer rating
to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Honda
Accord is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Accord and gave it a 8. Safety
scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Accord is a good car for you. Other versions include: EX-L 4dr Sedan
1. If you're interested in the Honda Accord, the next question is, which Accord model is right for
you? Accord variants include EX-L 4dr Sedan 1. What do people think of the Honda Accord?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Honda Accord and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a
good price for a New Honda Accord? Which Honda Accords are available in my area? Can't find
a new Honda Accords you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Honda Accord? Check out Honda lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our
verdict. How does the Accord drive? How comfortable is the Accord? How economical is the
Accord? Is the Accord a good value? I have accord with 60 16 and need new tires. I can get
accord. Rims amd tires. Mine is a sedan. I think his are 7. Will there be a issue using on my
sedan.? Will it ride the same or worse? Hi im looking for a right fitment for a 99 honda accord v6
im trying to find a good offset on a 19x8. I would like to put rims from accord exl v6 on a accord

exl v6. Will there be a problem with the offset? I need winter wheel for Honda Accord Tourer 1.
Do I fit any Honda Accord original wheels? Hi, I have a Honda accord 2. My question is, can I put
these tires on my Honda accord. I made a mistake buying the wrong tire size for my car and i
cant return it. What is the biggest size of the wheel that fit my honda accord 09 coupe? Im trying
to buy cutom rims for my boyfriend he has a 91 honda accord i need to know the width and
offset he can run on his car. I have a accord. I've been using 60 16 on my accord sedan for over
a year. No issues. Actually looks more proportioned. Fills the wheel well nicely. Questions Will
this work? Hi, I would like to install 17inch mags on a Honda Stream What dimensions should I
look for? I want to know can we use 18 inch alloy in honda accord 2. Can infiniti oem rims fit
accord? Size Hi, I have a Honda civic 2. I would like to put winter tires on it. I know someone
who has 15" rims with winter tires off of a different Honda. Will these rims work? Hi,Terry,15''
wheels can fit for,But you should confirm:1,what's the bolt pattern? What's the offset? Will they
fit my accord 09? Or can i convert my car to fit it? A family member is offering me their
gently-used tires and I don't know if I'll be able to use them or not. Hi,Mario,If the wheels just
have 4 lugs,It can't fit for your car. Because for civic,the lugs number is 5. Hi Jonathan. Wife has
a Accord EX sedan 2. It has 44K on it. Rides like a 72 one ton truck!! Many say the same of these
Gen Accords. I want to put 16 inchers on it for some sidewall flexibility. Offset and height I'd like
to keep the same if possible. Will a set off of a Civic wheels be ok? They're 16x6. What tire
aspect will give me the same height if these offsets are ok on the ??? And you also need to
change 16'' wheels. I'm dropping it 2. Any info please. Hi,Areanna,I think the reason is your
wheel width,9'' is little widder than normal,For stock rims,The width for 17'' is 7. Hy i have a 98
honda accord 4cyl coupe can i use 18x8 rims on front and 18x9. It may be effect the brake disk.
And for the tire. Hi, Denis! Thanks for your message, we have updated data. And is there
anyother thing i need to watch out for. Hi, I have Accord, 2. Is that OK? Some more info about
this: The aluminum rims that I consider buying are 17", 7. The Accord, 2. If no, pls what tire size
can I use with my R17 alloy wheels? Hi there. What range of offset will fit on a Honda accord?
Stock is 55 I believe. Will 45, and 50 work? Thank you, Ben. Hello: I have a Accord LX that has
16 inch alloy rims, but they are 7inches wide. The only steel rims I can find are 6. Trying to get a
set of rims for winter tires. Can I use the smaller width? Thank you, Bob. Your size charts
indicate OEM for the 2. I want to buy new snow tires and rims but now am not sure if I should
buy 7J x 17 ET55 or 7. Which is correct? Hi, Bill! Thanks for the info, we have updated data. Hi, I
was wondering, can I switch out my hubcaps on my Honda accord with the new rims that come
on the Honda accord? Are they compatible? I have a Honda Accord coupe 2. I have a Honda
Accord EX. I would like to close the wheel gap without lowering the suspension to keep a nice
ride. I was thinking of going to a 18x8. Would this fit correctly and what would be the best tire
size? I do not want an ultra low sidewall in order to keep a nice ride. Maybe a 45? Hi,Christopher
Michael,The stock wheel offset is 45mm for 16'' rims. If you want to use 18'' rims. I think 35mm
is too small. It may fit for but the driving will not comfortable. I suggest that you can use mm
wheels. I have a Honda Accord V6. Do you think there would be any issues here? I bought a
accord sport with 19in wheels and tires. Hi,Joan,For hubcaps,You'd better find it on ebay,As
hubcaps size is different from wheel cb data. I have a Accord sport sedan with 18X8 oem
wheels. During my research, it seems that the bolt pattern, center bore, rim width and offset of
the HFP wheels are compatible with my car. My car even comes with a factory option to upgrade
to 19" wheels. However every website I've checked states that the 19" HFP wheels will only fit a
Accord coupe v6. Is there something I'm missing? Please help! Hi,Eston,If 19'' wheel data is
compatible with your 18'' wheels. You needn't to worry about it. If you want confirm in detail,You
can show both 18'' and 19'' wheel detail. Hi,Robert,For your question,You can go to homepage
and use car wheel form to find your questions. Thank you. Drive safe. I am looking to purchase
a Accord EX-L, 4 cylinder. It comes with tires standard. Can I put the inch wheels from a Accord
Sport on to the ? The Sport has 8. Hi I have Honda Accord lx 4cyl. Yeah I have a friend who
owns a 97 Accord. His is equipped with the 4 cylinder engine but it has 5 lugs on the wheels. Is
this a factory option or did someone put aftermarket parts on it? May be he put a adapter on it
to fit 5 lugs wheels. I have a 98 Honda Accord with the stock wheels. I just wanted to know if it
can fit 18" rim's? If so what's the reccomended tire size to get. Was thinking of buying rims to fit
them and putting them on my car. Could I do this? Honda Accord EX 4cyl My Honda accord
vehicle is using front wheel is 65 16r and rear wheel is 65 16r. What is the correct specifications
for both wheels and what is the implication on my automobile. Hi,Chris Frank,The stock 16''
rims size is 6. Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update:
Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for
your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car
By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add
Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model.
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mazda protege repair manual
nippondenso voltage regulator wiring diagram
h2 transfer case
el Size Widget for your website! Honda Accord CV - Honda Accord CR - Coupe, 2d. Estate, 5d.
Hatchback, 5d. Aerodeck, 3d. Hatchback, 3d. See unfiltered comments Filter comments by car
generation:. New Comment System. I need winter wheel for Honda Accord Tourer â€¦ Hello.
What size tires do I need? You can change tire size into 17''. Will rims from crv fit accord sport?
I have a accord 09 with stock rims â€¦ Hi! Hi John, yes have 4 lugs , thanks. It can will help you
confirm it. In fact,this tire size is also the stock tire size for honda accord. If 4,It can't use,If 5,it
is possible. I â€¦ Hello. I'm looking â€¦ I have a Honda Accord V6. But the wheels also need
compatible. My car is accord coupe ex-l v6 â€¦ Hi. What size of tire should I buy? The offset is
compatible. Original â€¦ Hi I have Honda Accord lx 4cyl. If so what's the reccomended tire size
to get Cheers. I can help you confirm it. Need help? Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our
new project TiresVote. Submit tire review.

